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Recommended Installation Procedures for the Derby Custom Shower Curtain System
Mounting the Custom Track
IMPORTANT: The curtain track for the Derby Shower Curtain System is intended to be surface mounted to a
solid, flat, continuous surface ONLY. The curtain track is not designed to be used in a suspended fashion (like
a curtain rod would be used).
Measure area where track is to be mounted. Confirm proper track length and cut-to-fit to ensure track may be
surface mounted. Cut track on opposite end of removable security block. Pre-drill mounting holes on the
curtain track centered on the outer lip of the track. **DO NOT drill holes inside of the track slide as this will
cause shower curtain system to fail. It is recommended that security head mounting screws be attached on
each side of track slide no more than 2” from each end, then no more than 12” in distance between screws.
Run a generous bead of security caulk down the entire length of the curtain track in the tooled groove on the
side opposite of the track slide. Confirm that the end opposite the removable security block is butted up
against a perpendicular object. Using security head screws (at least 1” in length) mount curtain track to the
solid, flat, continuous surface. Wipe away any excess security caulk.
Inserting/Adjusting Hook Material and Sliding Tabs
The hook material tabs are designed to break away (pull out) from
the slides. They may be adjusted to change the degree of difficulty
to break away, but they will still break away. They are not
designed to support significant weight. To adjust the hook material
tabs so that they are more difficult to break away, simply push the
hook material tab partially out of the top of the slide. Fold the tab
where it has been bar tacked and place it back in the slide. Each
hook material tab may be folded up to 2 times to create the
maximum pull-resistance our system allows.
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Using the security bit provided, remove the security block and feed
the hook material tabs/slides into the track so that all of the hook material tabs are facing the same direction.
Replace the security block and hand tighten the security screw. Do not over tighten.
Attaching/Adjusting the Curtain
Attach the shower curtain to the hook material tabs. The desired length maybe adjusted by raising the level at
which the curtain is attached to the hook material tabs. The curtain may also be cut (trimmed) to desired
length.

